Dear Friends & Family,
Well, this year’s Christmas letter might be short and sweet since once
the pandemic hit, we didn’t go anywhere, and we didn’t do anything.
We did spend the first couple of months of 2020 in Maui and got home
just in time to hunker down. We have the same months reserved for
2021. Just days ago, in an abundance of anxiety about potentially not
being able to travel there if the Covid spike continues, Alan changed all
of our reservations, and we are leaving Dec. 17!
We can report that we have been Covid-free. Knock wood very loudly! Jan has stayed close to home
except for her long exercise walks, occasional forays to the grocery store, and doctor visits where she
felt like she needed her own physical bubble. Alan has continued to play golf and tennis throughout
and made even more forays to the grocery store and ACE hardware. We did not stockpile TP.
Within a few months, Alan had completely finished Jan’s “Honey-Do” list. He thinks she’s starting to
make stuff up. Early on, he had to resort to watching 3-4 year old golf tournaments on TV for
entertainment.
Jan discovered live classes on Zoom with many of her favorite art and calligraphy instructors and totally
indulged herself. She spent many enjoyable hours doing homework and trying to get back up to speed.
One of her favorite classes was Retro Art Deco lettering with Gemma Black in Tasmania! Jan’s not
really producing anything, but she did buy stock in Zoom!
Once again, Jan was a team leader in the Walk to End Alzheimer’s fund raising event this year. Even
that was weird since the big annual walk was cancelled. A few of us got together for a safe walk and to
wave our awareness flags anyway. People were surprisingly generous given the pandemic.
Jan’s ten-member art critique group resorted to outdoor meetings where they could socially distance
during warm weather. Jan brought the most vulnerable members to the meetings on Zoom. That
worked so well that when cold weather threatened to cancel meetings until spring, Jan tried hosting
everyone on Zoom. She was gratified that the meetings not only provided needed art feedback and
motivation, but also successfully provided much-needed socialization. Another reason to buy stock in
Zoom.
Alan missed out on multiple motorcycle rides to Tahoe. He probably attended more of his Angel
investment meetings on Zoom than he would have in person, but it’s not quite the same.
Getting older and bodily parts complaining did not stop for the pandemic. Jan had to have YAG laser
treatment on her eyes. She’s still struggling with one eye. She also had foot surgery. Lots of fun
there. Alan is fighting some nasty neck pain. An X-Ray and MRI produced no obvious cure, so it’s
exercise and stretching for now.
Jan’s mother is declining, but still soldiers on to her 101st birthday in January. Her facility did a
miraculous job of not having any Covid cases until October. Then they got one case. Then two. Last
week, over 40% of the residents had tested positive, but it has yet to reach Mom’s Serenity unit. More
loud knocking.
We did spend a day or two at the Grand Canyon and Death Valley. We do have to say that these are
very good, uncrowded times to see some national parks. And we watched the trains go by in Winslow
for Jan’s birthday. She’s easily amused.
We wish you a Covid-free 2021!
Jan & Alan

